Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

---

Point of clarification: Under the terms of the revised policy, we can leave photo portraits of persons in a declassified and released history (e.g., The Corona Story) as long as we redact the person's name from beneath his/her photo, correct?

Cargill

Policy as outlined in your memo below does not explicitly address the issue of faces in documents. I would assume that these are releasable per items 1 and 2 of the video tape policy in your memo below. Thanks to for independently raising this issue.
We will assume that these are releasable unless we hear otherwise from you.

From:
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2006 10:28 AM
To: Hall Cargill
Cc: security-policy
Subject: Current Name Policy --- UNCLASSIFIED/#FOUO

classification: UNCLASSIFIED/#FOUO

As you know, the NRO has a statute (10 U.S.C. 424) that protects from release:
- the organization or any function of the organization, and
- the number of persons employed by or assigned or detailed to the NRO or the name, official title, occupational series, grade or salary of any NRO person

To maintain the viability of this statute, this email reiterates the current policy for redacting names:

1. Names of Director and Deputy Director government personnel in NRO headquarters Directorates, Offices and Staffs are releasable
   - Names below the Deputy Director level will be redacted
   - Where the position cannot be determined, the name will be redacted
2. Names in Appendix B of the RRG are releasable. Names will only be added to Appendix B if individuals are selected for public recognition by the DNRO/PDDNRO/DDNRO
3. Contractor names will be redacted
4. SAF/SS, SAF/SP, Program B, C and D personnel are not releasable unless they fit the above criteria

Video tape policy
1. Faces are not considered to identify the individual and do not have to be redacted
2. Name tags or captions identifying individuals must be redacted
3. Retirement/award videos intended for the recipients do not require redaction

Current authors requesting prepublication reviews
Full names of authors publishing current documents at the unclassified level are releasable

Public points of contacts for NRO conferences/technical seminars, etc.
1. First name and last initial
2. Email addresses that do not contain the last name
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